WINE&DINE

Sam and Fiona
Ward of Giggling
Goose Wines have
overseen the family
property adapting
from primary
production to
vineyards.

New local labels
Grapes from Padthaway have long been used in famous blended wines, without
regional recognition on the label. This is changing with a raft of impressive new
Padthaway producers. WORDS DAVID SLY
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RAPE GROWER
Sam Ward likes
to call Padthaway
the sleeping
dragon – a
powerful entity that is largely
overlooked, but with the
potential to be a mighty force
when aroused. That time has
arrived, with the emergence
of more family-owned wine
labels in the region, reflecting
the strength and merit of
Padthaway wine.
Sam’s Giggling Goose
label is one of the newest,
having just released its third
vintage. It has tiny output
(1200 dozen each year, with
the remaining grapes from

his 70 hectares of vines sold
to big wine companies) but
Sam is hoping to gain traction
and grow, so that more grapes
can be allocated to his own
label and draw attention to
Padthaway.
He’s drawing attention for
Giggling Goose 2015 Viognier
($18), with bright melon and
light peach notes without
heavy viscosity; one of three
under his own label, from the
six grape varieties grown on
his vineyard. “It’s our way of
sticking out from the pack,”
Sam says. “There’s so much
shiraz and sauvignon blanc
available at a cheap price, but
producing quality at this level

Tastes around town
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adthaway’s cellar door
presence is currently
limited to Longbottom
Vintners, which showcases
fine wines from both Henry’s
Drive and Farmer’s
Leap. The handsome estate,
established a decade ago by
proprietor Kim Longbottom,
presents a smart reason for
people to stop in Padthaway.
Now local vignerons are keen
to do more, with suggestions
of a possible combined

cellar door tasting room in
the near future. Meanwhile,
wines from several local
labels are available from the
Padthaway General Store
Bottle Shop, which is open
daily. Padthaway visitors
can stay at Willalooka
Ecolodge, a grand,
architecturally designed home
offering panoramic views of
surrounding bushland, or in
cabins or onsite vans at the
Padthaway Caravan Park.

for something as specialised
as viognier is starting to get us
recognition in the restaurant
trade, and that flows through to
consumers.”
The other impressive
Padthaway newcomer is
Landiere, produced from
David and Caroline Brown’s
vineyard, and made by
Pete Bissell (winemaker for
Balnaves of Coonawarra).
The Landiere portfolio is a
quality benchmark, with four
notable single vineyard wines
– 2015 Vermentino ($26),
2014 Chardonnay ($28), 2014
Tempranillo ($26) and 2012
Shiraz ($32). These are lean
and sensuous, deliciously
modern and beautifully
balanced; the spice and savoury
grip of the juicy tempranillo
represents especially good value
for money.
The emergence of such
strong new Padthaway labels
is a symbol of exciting growth.
The region now has 29
vignerons growing grapes for
their own brands or selling
fruit to other wine companies.
One of the key players within
this growth is Andrew Bryson,
president of the Padthaway
Grape Growers Association,
whose family is building
recognition through three
wine brands, each pitched
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Many shades
of brown

Browns of Padthaway is
the oldest family wine label in
the region, with vines planted
by Donald and Glenda
Brown in 1970, and the label
now run by their daughter
Susanne and her husband
Michael Schreier (pictured).
Their Family Reserve wines
are flagships, with the 2012
Myra Cabernet ($22) and
2015 Melba Chardonnay
($22) made in an opulent,
luxurious style.
Susanne’s brother David
runs Landaire Wines,
while Phil and Deb Brown
(no relation) have produced
Operina Wines for the past
decade, with impressive
results. They use Sue Bell
(of Bellwether Wines in
Coonawarra) to make wines
in a restrained, sophisticated
style, with the rich mulberry
and chocolate notes of 2014
Operina Cabernet Shiraz
($35) being the standout
of their small portfolio; a
distinctive signature wine of
the region.

at different tiers of quality
and price. Morambro Creek
leads the quality stakes with
appealing wines boasting full,
rounded palates – 2013 Shiraz
($35), 2013 Chardonnay ($35),
2013 Cabernet ($35) – while
Mt Monster and Jip Jip Rock
are cheaper entry-level wines.
The different brands were
created as an export marketing
strategy, but also present the
Padthaway name to different
sectors of the local wine
market. “It all adds up to solid
growth for the region,” says
winemaker David Bryson, who
notes that more than 50 per
cent of the Bryson family’s fruit
is used in their own wines, and
growing each year.
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